A protein-RNA interaction network facilitates the template-independent cooperative assembly on RNA polymerase of a stable antitermination complex containing the lambda N protein.
The stable association of the N gene transcriptional antiterminator protein of bacteriophage lambda with transcribing RNA polymerase requires a nut site (boxA+boxB) in the nascent transcript and the Escherichia coli factors NusA, NusB, NusG, and ribosomal protein S10. We have used electrophoretic mobility shift assays to analyze the assembly of N protein, the E. coli factors, and RNA polymerase onto the nut site RNA in the absence of a DNA template. We show that N binds boxB RNA and that subsequent association of NusA with the N-nut site complex is facilitated by both boxA and boxB. In the presence of N, NusA, and RNA polymerase the nut site assembles ribonucleoprotein complexes containing NusB, NusG, and S10. The effects on assembly of mutations in boxA, boxB, NusA, and RNA polymerase define multiple weak protein-protein and protein-RNA interactions (e.g., NusB with NusG; NusA with boxB; NusA, NusB, and NusG with boxA) that contribute to the overall stability of the complex. Interaction of each component of the complex with two or more other components can explain the many observed cooperative binding associations in the DNA-independent assembly of a stable antitermination complex on RNA polymerase.